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More and more in our internatonal travels we’re encountering people who begin to
describe to us a “new language learning method” that they have either observed or
heard about. They are surprised when we say, “That’s us!” It seems it is high tme or
a clarificaton o what is meant by the “Growing Partcipator Approach” (GPA)
At the outset, we need to make some distnctons. Anthony (1963) distnguishes most help ully
between
1. Approach, (“a set o … assumptons dealing with the nature o language and the nature o
language teaching and learning”)
2. Method, (“an overall plan or the orderly presentaton o language material, …based upon
the selected approach”) and
3. Technique (what actually “takes place in the classroom”).
The people re erred to above who describe this “new method” may re er to it as “the new method
where you don’t talk”. They sometmes described techniques they had actually witnessed in their
overseas context. They had litle or no idea o the actual method, which, although it spells out
techniques or an inital nonntalking period o thirty hours, it also spells out techniques or an
additonal 1,470 hours in which talking plays an important role. They had even less o an idea o
the approach, which doesn’t speci y how many nonntalking hours there should be, but holds that
there should be some inital nonntalking period, and urthermore that this emphasis on listening
and understanding will play a central role all the way along.
In our courses and workshops, there is indeed 1) an approach, 2) a method, and 3) techniques.
1. The APPROACH: the Growing Partcipator Approach (GPA), highlighted in this paper, which
includes the

a) Sociocultural Dimension
b) Cognitie Dimension
c) Temporal Dimension.

1. The METHOD: the Six-Phase Programme, a plan or actvites that that may take 1500 hours
to carry out, structured in such a way that the actvites become increasingly advanced as
the user becomes increasingly advanced, and they are keyed to the sociocultural/humann
relatonship changes and cognitve changes that the growing partcipator (GP) undergoes.
2. The TECHNIQUES used in the SixnPhase Programme are numerous, ranging rom TPR
actvites in a ormat we call the rirty rozen, to li enstory interviewing, to discussions in the
host language o recorded realnli e, natventonnatve discourses.
I people employing the techniques have embraced the GPA(pproach), while those observing the
techniques have not, then the actvites (or as we like to say, the story) that the observers are
experiencing as they look on is radically diferent rom the actvites (story) being experienced
(being lived) at the same moment by those being observed. This is because “all percepton is
theory laden” (a quote that is widely repeated without atributon, but rom Richard Gregory, a
perceptual psychologist).
The outsidernobserver o the actvites is drawing on hisnher own ‘ olk theory’ o language learning
(Miller & Ginsberg, 1995). In some cases observers may also draw on more explicitlynlearned
theories o second language acquisiton or language pedagogy, as they construct their story o
what those ollowing the GPA and using the techniques they observe, are doing. Stll, what it is that
the story the observer experiences, and the liied-story being experienced by those being
observed, difer pro oundly. What the outsider to the actvites experiences (laden, as it is, with
his/her “theory”) is what we will re er to below as a “they story,” while the story experienced by
those being observed is the liied story. (In applying these concepts already, we are leading you
into the GPA!)
In short, what I primarily want to do today is give you a beter idea o the approach o the GPA, so
that i you encounter the techniques, you will at least realise that there is another ramework or
understanding them, beside the ramework you are using to interpret them. In act, we find that
when people say they are “modi ying the GPA,” more ofen than not, they mean they are trying to
use techniques rom the SixnPhase Programme within their own approach, which is not in act the
GPA at all. (Happily, there are also many people who make improvements to the techniques that
show an understanding o the approach.)

L NGU GE LE RNING IS SOCIOCULTUR L
The sociocultural dimension o languaculture learning/growth is the undamental one, and the
natural startng point. For this, we draw on Vygotskyan Sociocultural Theory, and especially on the
concepts o mediaton and the growth zone (ZPr) (Wertsch, 1991), along with the understanding
o language learning as partcipaton (S ard, 1998; Norton, 2000), seeing language not as
undamentally “a collecton o things (grammatcal concepts, word paterns, etc.) or the learner to
‘collect, absorb and assimilate,’” (Benson & Lor 1999) but rather as “an environment to which the
learner must be responsive in order to learn” (ibid.). These brie allusions to our intellectual roots
in the GPA ail to arouse much o the GPA sense o languaculture learning as a living, social,

personal/interpersonal phenomenon. Although the GPA accepts a strong social constructonism, in
practce we resist abstract intellectualizaton and depersonalizaton.
The (ZPr) is what the GP can do with a bit o help rom a host person that s/he could not quite
manage without such help. Being met and helped in one’s ZPr spells power ul growth. We find it
communicates beter to rename the ZPr the “growth zone”.
We will talk repeatedly o what it is that the GP is nurtured into. At this point, we can say that the
GP is nurtured into the li e o a people group by being nurtured into specific lives o special
individuals. Because nurturing the GP in the early days is hard work, even when it is done through
play (!), it may require a hired, paid nurturer. Over tme, as interactng with the GP takes less and
less efort on the part o host people, a growing variety o host people wil find it worth the efort.
Eventually, the relatonship o host people to the GP will seem less like nurturing, and more like
apprentcing them into maturity in the host languacultural world. Any host person willing to spend
tme interactng with the GP in his/her growth zone is an expert/master in relaton to whom the GP
is an apprentce, even i ofen only momentarily. (To be a normal host person is to be an expert in
the host languaculture.) A large number o people may unwitngly enter the nurturing relatonship
or the masterntonapprentce (expertntonapprentce) relatonship with us. Some will be our major
nurturers/masters/experts supportng us in our eforts to do what they do by letng us partcipate
with them in what they do. The early nurturers especially, and later major masters, will be
remembered as major players in the cast o the GPs overall li e narratve.

MEDI TION ND “THEY STORIES”
This is perhaps the most important concept, or us at least, in sociocultural theory, as it leads us to
our understanding o the uniqueness o each languacultural world, and what it means to be
nurtured into it through partcipaton.
We humans don’t experience the world directly, but rather our experience o it is mediated—
reaching us (or we reaching it) through intermediate means, which intervene between the world
and us, in the process, altering what we take the world to be. Preeminent among those
mediatonal means are tools (such as hammers, roads, houses) and symbols (such as spoken
words). In other words, these mediatonal means, as they mediate our experience (and our
thoughts), enrich and contribute tremendously to the consttuton and course o the world as we
know it. (Knowledge o the world is social and sociohistorical. The resources that enable and
constrain the ongoing shared storynconstructon that is the li e o a people group are a social
heritage).
Take this example: I see what to me is a “small bowl”, but a Kazakh sees as a kece and a Korean
sees as a babgueruet. Now, unless you and I are partcipants in the Korean or Kazakh world, there
is no way I can really tell you what the Korean or Kazakh sees. Oh, I can tell you that the Korean is
surprised to see the Kazakh drinking tea rom a babgueret, and the Kazakh is surprised to see the
Korean eatng rice rom a kece, but given that “rice,” “eat,” “drink,” and “tea” are my Anglon
Canadian storynconstructng pieces (symbolic mediatonal means), you and I haven’t really told

each other what the Kazakh, or the Korean, is experiencing. Kazakh shai is a diferent experience
indeed rom English tea, while Korean cha is a diferent experience rom both. On the other hand, I
can tell you, as my ellow North American (or more widely, ellow natve Anglophone), “Kazakhs
drink tea rom a small bowl.” You understand what I mean, since we mediate li e by the same
means, but what might be ofered as a Kazakh translaton, Қазактар кеселерден шай ішейде, is
something quite diferent rom “Kazakhs drink tea rom a small bowl”. Though the small
bowl/kece/babgueret, the tea/shai/cha, etc., etc. may involve one and the same physical enttes,
those physical enttes become “pieces o li e” through the way they are mediated to us by our
symbols. Every one o the litle “pieces o li e” rom which the Kazakh story is constructed are
diferent rom all o the litle “pieces o li e” rom which the AnglonCanadian story is constructed.
Thus, we say the actual Kazakh story, made with Kazakh storynconstructng pieces is their liied
story, whereas my observatons o the Kazakhs drinking “tea” rom a “small bowl” is my “they
story”, constructed out o my AnglonCanadian languacultural storynmaking pieces. The liied-story
and the “they story” are diferent stories indeed. We live in diferent worlds, even when in the
same physical world, with diferent events taking place (again, which aren’t diferent physically),
and diferent stories being lived. I can only come to know the lived story o Kazakhs i Kazakhs
adequately nurture me and apprentce me into that story which they are living.
In brie , the GP is being nurtured and then apprentced into using the host mediatonal means—
story constructng pieces—in the way that they are used in the lived story o host people.

Words are similar ao aools
A word has two parts, the phonetc part and the conceptual part. The phonetc part is like the
handle o a tool (say a shovel handle), and the conceptual part like the head o the tool (say, the
shovel blade). It is the head o the tool that does the work o the tool, carrying out its specific
uncton, but it is the handle that enables people to take hold o the tool and put it to work. So it is
with the conceptual part o a word (which does the work, carries out the uncton o the word) and
the phonetc part (which allow us to “take hold o ” the word, and use it in listening or talking).
The new GP, in the early weeks o growing partcipaton, quickly ataches her natve languacultural
“tool heads”(concepts) to the host people’s “tool handles” (the phonetc part—how the words
sound and are utered). realing with the new host words in this way, the GPs rapidly achieve a
quick and dirty understanding o thousands o words in the host language. Over tme, as the GP
partcipates extensively in host discourses (see below), those words increasingly are understood
more nearly as host people understand them.

disiourses (small “d”) and Disiourses (iaiiaal “D”)
Think o everything that might typically be said by a customer, by ellow customers, and by a
cashier at a checknstand in a grocery store. All o that which is said is what linguists call a
“discourse”. But in and o themselves, the discourses don’t exist! There is much actvity interwoven
with the talking, and the talking itsel is not something separate rom the actvity as a whole, but
an inextricable consttuent o an “alloy” that is the actvity. The actvity includes within it people

filling roles, such as cashier (and possibly other staf), and customer, and ellow customer. The roles
are not separable rom what is said, and ofen what is said is combined with objects and gestures
(as when the cashier picks up a can o beans and says, “rid you notce the price o this?” The flow
o actvity also include other objects— the cash register, the conveyer belt, the scale, the bags and
all the rest. There are expectatons regarding what might be done physically and what might be
said in synchrony with that.
This whole flow o acton that includes the discourse is the Discourse (with a capital “r”).
In brie , a growing partcipator is thus being nurtured, and then apprentced, into the riscourses
(capital “r”) o the host languacultural world (with its inextricable talking), including its human
roles, as it partcipates with the support o nurturers/masters.

noaher imioraana sense of “disiourse”—ongoing iommuniay-wide disiussions.
Un ortunately, the word “discourse” is used without qualificaton in various senses. In the social
sciences, and more and more in academic writng in general, and even in the public sphere, you
hear expressions such as “the American discourse about politcs”. In this sense, “discourses” are
onngoing “conversatons” or “discussions” within a whole people group or certain subgroups within
it: the discourse about the war, the discourse about breast eeding, the discourse about the new
bridge, the discourse about sickness and death, and so on and so orth, the discourse about the
supernatural, the discourse about oreigners, etc.
For clarity when we need it, we can distnguish these communitynwide “conversatons” rom
individual discourses (what is said in concrete situatons) and riscourses (what is said, plus
everything else that goes into the situaton) by calling them “onngoing discourses,” or “onngoing
communitynwide conversatons/discussions”. Ofen, though, context makes clear which
“discourses” we are re erring to.
In brie , the GP is being nurtured through partcipaton in host discourses and riscourses, and
perhaps even more crucially, being nurtured into the “ongoing discourses” to which all host people
are party.

Exierienie as narratie
A narratve is made rom the storynconstructon pieces we discussed above—especially words (and
requent word combinatons), with their conceptual part (tool head) and their phonetc part (tool
handle). As we build a spoken narratve, events o the narratve are presented in narratve setngs
(described in the narratve), and listeners connect partcular events in a narratve to other events in
the narratve “logically”, or example, seeing one event as ollowing rom another, as causing
another, as oreseeing another, as flashing back to another and so on. The “lived narratve” o your
or my present experience is much the like a spoken narratve (Bruner, 1990). We make a story out
o lived events right as we experience them, creatng such “logical” connectons between, or
example, relatng two events as causenefect, reasonnresult, etc.

Just as later events in a spoken narratve cause us to reinterpret earlier events, so events in the
lived narratve o experience cause us to reinterpret earlier experiences. Events in both spoken and
lived narratves are generally compatble with our broad expectatons. When they are not, we tend
to come up with stories about the unexpected events in an atempt to convert them into
something that would have been more expectable, given the new in ormaton we add to account
or them (Bruner, 1990). This is true in spoken narratves and in lived narratves.
In brie , growing partcipators are nurtured and apprentced into the ongoing narratves o
individual host lives, and as a result, into the bigger shared narratve that the host people are living
together. Eventually, the GPs “they stories” have died away to a large extent, and the GP is sharing
in the lived story o the host community, making their unique concontributons to its uture course.

Culaural models
This is another help ul concept rom Gee (1999). A cultural model is basically the whole body o
knowledge related to some coherent area o li e and known in common (conknown) by members o
the speech community. Gee argues that the meanings o words are “situated”. That is, a word does
not have a precise meaning or list o precise alternatve meanings as displayed in a dictonary.
Rather, a word actvates a holistc cultural model rom which the listener in ers a coherent picture.
Gee’s examples are
1. The cofee spilled; get a broom.
2. The cofee spilled; get a mop.
In the ormer, the picture may contain cofee grounds, and in the later the picture may contain a
dark brown puddle. We could make a dictonary which listed meanings (1) and (2) under the entry
cofee. However, we quickly find that we just keep multplying the meanings o cofee as we
encounter it in new contexts. For example, in the right context o an evening stroll in Ethiopia,
cofee might evoke a picture containing the aroma o cofee blossoms.

In brie , the GP is nurtured into widenranging conknowing o reality—the cultural models o
everyday li e that become the means o creatng the situated meanings o words dynamically
during the process o listening to host speech.

Languaiulaure and languaiulaural worlds
Agar (1995) elt that linguists have tried to draw a circle around a part o culture, call it “language”
and then strive to stay within the circle in order elucidate their chosen segment o reality. The goal
o Agar’s book was to start erasing the circle. I might agree with theoretcal linguists that the
advancement o knowledge has benefited enormously rom the way they drew the boundary
between language and the rest o human experience, but other linguists—sociolinguists,
pragmatcsists, discourse analysts—long ago burst out o the circle rom the inside. Agar is erasing
the circle rom without, rom the perspectve o the whole o culture.

The noton o languaculture reminds me o the noton o riscourse (capital “r”). There is one flow
o human acton, in which talking plays a crucial role, but actons that employ talking are not
separate rom the rest or the mix. Rather they are part o the same stream o acton. On a micron
level, in my home languaculture you can wait back a certain distance rom the doorway or me to
go ahead o you as a sign o respect, or you might add some talking to the mix, or example,
utering the word, “Please!” while standing back (and perhaps also gesturing toward the doorway
with your orearm) but whichever o these possibilites you include, the complex acton is a unified
act o putng me ahead o you. And who puts whom ahead o whom is controlled by complex and
subtle social actors (which include emotons and values). (I recall competng with an East Asian or
the responsibility o holding back while the other went through the doorway. My “they story”
about his behaviour was that he was reactng to my senior age, while I was reactng to the act that
he was the guest and I was the host.)
Agar uses the example o second person pronouns (and second person agreement) in German.
Person and number in pronouns and verb agreement are classical maters o “grammar” to
traditonal language learners. Yet Agar ound that their actual role in the soncalled amiliar/polite
distncton in li e, beyond the simplest cases, turned out to be puzzling to him, even afer many
years, despite the act that language teachers think they have explained the distncton to their
students on day 1 (well, day 2, perhaps, since day 1 is “The Alphabet”).
This puzzling mater o polite/ amiliar second person pronoun usages is what Agar calls a rich
point: something that surprises and puzzles the newcomer, and is, in act, the tp o an iceberg o
languacultural diference, and misunderstanding, or nonnunderstanding.
In brie , a GP is being nurtured and apprentced into a languaculture, or a languacultural world. (I
most ofen pre er to say languacultural world rather than simply languaculture. For me the later
has more o a cognitvist eel to it, while the ormer eels more sociocultural.)

Identay and “language learning”
I learning is partcipaton (in which host people spend tme interactng with newcomers in their
growth zone), then when, how much and with whom one gets to partcipate—and thus grow—
depends on who the host people take the growing partcipator to be at a given point. Initally, the
GP has only the identty o a oreigner belonging to a partcular stereotype. I s/he is to keep
growing, then eventually s/he will need to be recognised by enough host people as someone who
belongs in social situatons within the host languacultural world as a contributor (and not as a
mere visitor, onlooker or object o curiosity). In most cases s/he may never be seen as “one o us”
by the society as a whole. However, within partcular social networks (say, a partcular extended
amily) and communites o practce (say, a church congregaton) s/he may indeed come to be
experienced by host people as “one o us” with his/her oreignness perhaps taking on a quality
that is even appreciated as a unique enrichment o li e within the group.

The noton o community of practce (Lave & Wenger, 1991 and Wenger, 1998) is important in the
GPA. It re ers to a group o people with shared purposes, shared understanding o who they are
and o who belongs and who doesn’t, and consttuted by its shared practces.
Keeping with the deeply personal nature o the GPA, we emphasise the reality that a specific new
person, a “new me” comes into view right be ore the eyes o those very host people who nurture
that new person into existence and who apprentce that new person along in everngrowing
maturity.
This understanding o the GP as an emerging person in the host languacultural world can be
related to recent work on language learning motvaton, ramed in terms o a “sel nsystem”
(rörnyei, 2005). Each person has an actual self, a possible self and a dreaded self, among other
“selves”. It is with this in mind that we cast the issue o identty and the sel in terms o “the ‘new
me’ that the host people experience now, and the ‘later new me’ who I can next become in their
experience”. I a desirable “new me” comes to be seen as a genuine possibility, (and realistcally
so), it may result in strong (and sustainable) motvaton. We will say a bit more about this when
we deal with the ourth dimension, tme.
In brie , the growing partcipator is an ever emerging “new me” in the experience o the host
people who interact with him/her, and who they take that “me” to be will impact partcipaton and
growth.

Nexa dimension ilease: Languaiulaure learning is iognitie.
Now we ocus more strongly on the “languan” in “languaculture”. We want to say that every bit o
languaculture partcipaton/learning/development is both (or at least, ideally, should both)
sociocultural and cognitve. That is the point o the geometrical metaphor, in which we say that the
sociocultural and the cognitve are two dimensions (with an ordinate and abscissa, such that every
point on this twondimensional plane o growing partcipaton is located simultaneously on both
dimensions, at some single point x,y.) For the nonnmathematcian reader, the sociocultural and the
cognitve are not separate components or separate aspects or eatures o “language and culture
learning,” but rather all o language learning is always both (at least ideally).
For our understanding o the cognitve dimension we draw rom the field o psycholinguistcs.
(Psycholinguists study the cognitve processes o language comprehension and producton, as well
as child language acquisiton and language pathology.)
Enormous progress has been made since the midn20 th Century in understanding the nature o
language comprehension and producton. The human brain handles these great challenges so
exquisitely that, like all o creaton, the phenomena appear to be miraculous! One’s own brain uses
wellnestablished processes in comprehending and producing one’s natve language (L1), and
initally these same L1 comprehension and producton processes are all there is or processing the
new language (L2). Over tme, with massive experience hearing, understanding and producing
speech in the L2 (especially in acenton ace interacton), new cognitve processes develop that work

adequately or the new language (perhaps aided by other cognitve strategies that aren’t needed
as much in the highly success ul and efcient processes o L1 comprehension and producton).

Language iomirehension, or understanding speech
Language comprehension works rom the sounds o speech, on through many “steps.” to
ultmately create mental models o what the speaker is assumed by the hearer to mean. Initally,
the new GP is con ronted with a “wall of noise”. His/her listening system is in a massive state o
mismatch with what s/he is hearing, even on the level o raw sound, and the mismatch contnues
at the levels o words, syntax and discourse.

Hearing sound/sounds in a new languaiulaure
The raw sound o speech contains no vowels or consonants or words. Listeners’ brains use
evidence, called acoustc cues, to arrive at a sense o vowels and consonants, and they also used a
variety o cues to break the sound stream into words. These acoustc cues, are specific in nature to
each language, and o course the set o words are too, along with the strategies that will work or
breaking the speech stream into words. We are not aware o these challenges as we efortlessly
understand speech within our natve language, nor as our ears are assaulted by the wall o noise
that is speech in an un amiliar language.
The GPA recognises a slow process o tuning up to the sounds o host speech. Ofen, the inital
experience o host speech can be described as “murkey” (see SebastinnGallés, 2004). Echoic
memory is a brie and highly volatle type o memory or sound that is easily overwriten by
hearing additonal speech (which is one reason we insist everyone remain quiet during Phase 1
listening actvites!) In order to let it play a role in our phonetc learning, we en orce a “silent
phase” in our early techniques o the SixnPhase Programme, and we contnue to include lots o
techniqes that involve listening without talking.

Cutting ahe sieeih saream inao words
Imagine you have a 20,000 word dictonary, and you must look up words in it at an average speed
o five words per two seconds. That gives some picture o the challenge the brain aces in dealing
with words, even afer it has success ully isolated them phonetcally rom the sound stream o
speech which they exhaustvely make up (Jusczyk & Luce, 2002). As soon as a word has been
“looked up” in the massive “mental lexicon,” a decision must be made nearly instantly whether to
keep it. In the stream o speech are many “candidate” words that are irrelevant. For example, i
you heard the previous sentence read aloud, the word char would be part o it: speech+are could
be heard as spee char. It helps that there is no such word as “spee”, so that it couldn’t really be
spee char. However, when you are just learning a language, you don’t know what is and is not a
word. Also, i you hear English as a natve hears it, then the “ch” sound in char is slightly diferent
rom that in speech are (the “onset o voicing” is a ew milliseconds later in the cha o char than in
the cha in speech are). In act, the host person hears a variety o such highly subtle phonetc clues
that help him/her to break the speech stream into words. Nevertheless, his or her brain needsto

actvate whatever candidate words it can spot in the speech stream, be ore deciding which
“candidates” fit or don’t fit with the possible meanings o the overall uterance.
Thus hearing bill will actvate the male name Bill, and also the beakno nbirds meaning, and the
proposednlawninnparliament meaning. I a oreigner is to process English words in rapid speech,
s/he too needs to be able to actvate every possible word, and then hang onto the ones that fit
together with the likely meaning o the uterance. However maters may be worse or the
oreigner, since the English bill may sound the same to him/her as bell and bear and beer. I kid you
not! (SebastinnGallés, 2004). Thus, besides actvatng the three homonyms or bill that we
mentoned, these other candidates—bell, bear, beer—may also be actvated (along with their
homonyms, and other words that sound similar to them and perhaps also some words that sound
like bill in their L1).
Everything about the mental processing (comprehension and producton) o words (and all other
aspects o language) is highly sensitve to frequency (Ellis, 2002). reveloping a power ul mental
“word processor” or a new languaculture will be a mater o massive enough experience with the
language so that word requency can play its normal role, along with the roles it plays in dealing
with word collocatons (combinatons)— we requently combine heaiy with traffic in English, but
not with crowd. “There was heavy trafc down town” but not “There was a heavy crowd on the
downtown mall.” And again, the requency o what one hears—hence the experience o hearing
and understanding massive amounts o speech—plays an important role at all levels o the
processes o comprehension and producton o speech. What you do a lot gets easier!

Knowing enough words
Adolphs and Schmit (2002) showed us that good comprehension o English speech requires a
listening vocabulary o many thousands o words—easily over 10,000. The GPA places major
emphasis on developing a massive comprehension vocabulary, and suggests that GPs ollow the
Iceberg Principle: don’t try to memorise ten or fifeen thousand words. Rather, have strong
encounters with new words, paying simultaneous atenton to sound, meaning and context, and
then subsequently you will renencounter those words in proporton to their requency in speech.
They will eventually rise to the tp o the iceberg, available or use in spoken producton. In other
words, applying the Iceberg Principle includes encountering a massive amount o understandable
speech over a long period o tme. (This process can be strengthened by making special
vocabularynrelated recordings.)

Getting beyond ahe words: letting ahe grammar bias do aheir magii
Once words are recognised, as we have already said ( ollowing Gee, 1999), they uncton as cues to
cultural models, which are actvated and used in comprehension. We understand grammar to
consist in a power ul set o processing cues (McWhinney, 1987) that enable the brain to organise
the words into a “thought”.

There are subnparts o words, and the variable orms o words (inflectonal orms), and special
grammatcal words ( uncton words) which work together with the grammatcal cues o word
order, rhythm, intonaton, etc., to yield the meaning o uterances.
Sentence 1) below illustrates how grammatcal elements are needed to create coherent “thoughts”
rom “content words” (nouns, verbs, adjectves adverbs). It was created by replacing grammar bits
o a normal sentence with bits o nonsense (The grammatcal cue o word order is stll presevered,
though, without which maters would be ar worse.):
1) Blonk humid oov litch livenlar crab flus crawl oov wiggle shoke litch pool.
This hardly sounds like a sentence. However, i we replace each nonsense word with a grammatcal
cue o some sort, and then replace the “content words” with nonsense words, we get Lewis
Carol’s sentence:
2) ’Twas brillig, and the slithy toves did gyre and gimble in the wabe:
ro you get the diference between these two sentences? They could both be derived rom
3) ’Twas humid and the lively crabs did crawl and wiggle in the pool.
by replacing unctonal bits or meaning ul bits with bits o meaningless sound. Replacing grammar
cues with bits o nonsense leaves us without a sentence. We’d do much beter i the grammar bits
were just omited altogether:
4) Humid live crab crawl wiggle pool.
By contrast, the grammar bits without the content words—’twas, and, -y, -s, did, and, in the,
(prepositons like in can be considered intermediate between grammatcal words and content
words), as in Lewis Carroll’s example, do something very power ul or the natve reader/listener.
Children hearing that Carroll sentence have been known to draw a picture to depict its meaning!
For a natve listener, the grammar bits are terribly alive and actve and power ul, triggering rapid
organisaton o words into “thought”.
Un ortunately or the new GP, most o those grammar bits are just plain dead as a door nail or a
long, long tme, just as surely as blonk, fooi, litch, etc. were dead or natve English readers just a
moment ago. It maters not that the GP supposedly knows the grammar bits rom hearing lectures
about them. They are dead. They don’t trigger the kind o lively processes that they trigger in
natve listeners (Thomson 2000). We hope that the GP will have massive enough experiences
hearing and understanding English, untl a sentence like 2) will indeed spring to li e or the GP as it
does or the natve listerner. It won’t happen over night, or even in a year or two.

Getting beyond ahe words: grouiing ahem inao ihrases, ilauses, senaenies
The natve listener’s brain not only reacts power ully to grammatcal bits, using them to organise
words into “thoughts”, but it also carries out a process o grouping words into phrases, grouping
phrases into clauses, and grouping clauses into sentences. This is the process psycholinguists call
parsing. Linguist John Kimball gave us the amous example (Kimball, 1973):

The horse raced past the barn ell.
Your problem in reading that sentence, i English is your natve language, is that the moment you
hear, “The horse raced” your mental parser decides that horse is the subject, and raced is an
intransitve predicate. However, there is another way to group the words, according to which the
meaning is equivalent to the meaning o
The horse that was raced past the bar ell.
I the natve listener has reason to do so, s/he can group the words o Kimball’s original sentence
so that they mean just that.
Well, the brain appears to make extremely rapid decisions regarding how to group words into
phrases, and those “instant” decisions can give us the wrong result, so that when the listener
reaches the word “barn,” his/her brain thinks the sentence is finished, with the result that the
word “ ell” can’t be fit into the “thought”, but instead just hangs there doing nothing.
In the GPA we acknowledge that just as each language has its own way o recognising sounds and
words, so each language has its own way o grouping words into phrases “instantly”. The new
growing partcipator has only the wordngrouping (parsing) system o his/her natve language to
employ in grouping words in the new language. Some aspects o the L1 system o word grouping
may work or the L2, but others may not. Perhaps most will not.

Getting beyond ahe words: llling in massiie missing deaail
Finally, comprehension processes beyond the word include in erencing. We saw an example with
the two sentences about the spilt cofee. The nature o the “cofee” in queston (liquid beverage vs.
grounds) was determined in erentally, drawing on the cultural model o cofee (basically, all that
we know about cofee in our languaculture, rom the bushes and beans to the grounds and
beverages). The natve ability to understand speech, depends constantly on the ability to make the
right in erences, drawing on the cultural models o the host languaculture. Untl the GP has a lot o
amiliarity with host cultural models o everyday li e, the ability to draw the in erences crucial or
understanding will be limited. In this respect too, the soluton is massiie experience with host
discourse, which will grow rom the relatvely simple ones that are understood in the early weeks,
to the highly complex ones in later months and years.
There are also in erences that help us to understand, or example, that someone who asks, “ro
you eel cold?” is actually requestng that you close the window. The level and style o such
“indirectness” in speech will vary rom languaculture to languaculture (this is the area called
pragmatcs).
In spite o the limitatons in the ability o GPs to draw the “instant” in erences required or good
comprehension, we can imagine that GPs make lots o in erences as they listen, since even
meanings expressed simply or host listeners may be understood at best with the help o
“guessing” by the GP listener!

Taking iomirehension seriously
In short, the GPA recognises that comprehension processes are enormously complex and vary
greatly in nature rom language to language. We expect great challenges in learning to understand
rapid, natventonnatve speech., startng with the challenge o hearing the sounds, where we miss
hearing some sounds altogether, and mishear others (SebastinnGallés, 2004), and contnuing on
through the challenges o finding words in the speech stream, making use o grammatcal cues,
grouping words into phrases, and making essental in erences. The act that the GPA sees such a
challenge in learning to understand speech leads to major elements o the design o the SixnPhase
Program. The emphasis on comprehension ahead o speaking also relates to our GPA values in the
sociocultural dimension: host people need to be listened to. We don’t partcipate in a people
group with an overwhelming ocus on what we want to say, but rather with a passion to hear the
thoughts and hearts o host people in order to converse with them rather than talk at them.

Talking is imioraana, aoo!
Speech producton, like speech comprehension is a manyn“step” process (Kormos, 2006), with
many o the steps happening “ballistcally”, that is, so automatcally and power ully that once they
are underway, the speaker has no control over them, untl s/he has heard what s/he just said, at
which point s/he may wish to make correctons. The ballistc nature o speech producton results in
lots o misfires as when someone accidentally says, “She hook my shand” in place o the intended
“She shook my hand”. Such speech errors have provided researchers with abundant evidence
regarding the process o speech producton, since diferent kinds o errors reflect diferent “steps”
or levels in the process. There is now also a large body o experimental literature and neuron
imaging research related to how people produce speech. In the major models, the producton o
an uterance begins at a “message level” without words (though perhaps influenced already by
what is readily sayable given the grammatcal and lexical inclinatons o the language—See Slobin,
1994), and goes on through steps that include the selecton o appropriate words, the placing o
them into their positons and finally the physical speaking o them.
In the case o comprehension, i the GP ails to make use o some grammar bits in the listening
process, host people will not be aware o it. When the GP speaks, as well, there will be many ways
in which his/her speech is not hostnlike in its use o those grammar bits. Unlike the case o
listening, this will be overwhelmingly obvious to the host people who hear the GP talking.
For the GP involved in his/her early speaking eforts, however, the luxury o sounding hostnlike
doesn’t come to mind when s/he is struggling mightly to get some o his/her point across, period!
As with the comprehension system, at the outset o growing partcipaton, the only producton
system the GP has is that o his/her natve language (and possibly adaptatons o it or other
languages s/he has been learning). In a whole host o ways, that system doesn’t work smoothly, or
doesn’t work at all or the new language. The struggle that the GP goes through in producing
speech is ofen discussed under the heading o “communicaton strategies” (Kormos, 2006).
The GPA includes the talk-a-lot principle, which highly motvated growing partcipators seem to
know instnctvely, although i they are cognitvely oriented, they may see it in terms o needing to

“practce speaking/” rather than a need to partcipate in the right kind o relatonships enough o
the tme. Be that as it may, as we talk a lot, talking becomes easier— easier or the GP to produce
and easier or host people to understand. Haiing struggled and succeeded to express “an idea” in
the past, expressing the same or similar “ideas” in the future should be easier.
There ore, in the GPA, combining the sociocultural and cognitve dimensions we are led to suspect
that the most power ul cause o growth in speaking ability is ostered by conversatonal interacton
with host people who meet us in our growth zone. For one thing, as the GP struggles, a
sympathetc host person in his/her growth zone steps in and helps out, and success results. The
next tme a similar communicaton need arises, the struggle will be less than it was the first tme.
There is another actor, though, which may make interpersonal interacton especially power ul in
ostering growth. That has to do with characteristcs o conversatonal interacton that have been
called coordinaton in dialogue, alignment, coniergence, syntactc priming, and structural
repetton. Some o expressions sound more cognitve, and others more sociocultural. The idea is
that in a conversaton between two natve users o the language, the grammatcal orms and
choices o words and phraseology that are used by either o the two conversatonal partners
(interlocutors) strongly influence those used by the other conversatonal partner. We know that
this is the case when you and I are carrying on a conversaton as two natves conversing in our
shared natve language. There is also evidence that the same orce is at work when we interact
conversatonally in our new language (Atkinson, et al., 2007; Costa, Pickering & Sorace, 2008;
Mcronough & Mackey, 2008). In conversatonal interacton, something in us con orms increasingly
to the speech o the host person with whom we are conversing. This cognitve act harmonises
nicely with the general sociocultural understanding o learning in general: learning is not first and
oremost a private, individual inner afair, but rather a public, observable, interpersonal afair, with
the social/observable actvity secondarily being privatsed and internalised over tme.

Getting ahe grammatial form of our sieeih ao sound more hosa-like
There is a widespread view that to learn to speak, one needs to be “taught the grammar” and then
“practce using it”. In the GPA we encourage actvites which raise the GP’s awareness o
grammatcal orm, and his/her understanding o the meanings o grammatcal orms, but this is not
necessarily accompanied by abstract discussion o grammar in technical language. We observe that
many people have “grammar anxiety.” Yet we find that we can ofen “disguise the grammar” as
meaning, letng people get the point o many grammatcal orms without discussing them in
academic terms. When told, “The plural sufx in Kazakh has six orms, governed by vowel harmony
and consonant assimilaton,” people with “grammar anxiety” may become paralysed. However, we
find that in practce, there is just no need to in orm them o such “ acts”! As aids to increasing
awareness o grammatcal orm without orcing people to learn technical grammatcal terminology
and abstract analyses, we recommend “structured input” techniques (VanPaten, 2007) and “input
floods” (Trahey & White, 1993), many o which are built into the Phase 1 techniques o the Sixn
Phase Programme, and also “output floods”. We approach such techniques as examples o
language play. In the case o Kazakh plural sufxes people learn these “games,” have un doing so

and end up producing the right orms, which they may or may not have consciously analysed to
one degree or another.
In any case, we eel that awareness o grammatcal orm can’t hurt anything, and it may be o
some help, or example, contributng to communicaton strategies such as advance planning o
uterances. However, when it comes to L2 speech producton, no amount o grammar study and
drills are a substtute or extensive acenton ace social interacton and other experiences in
understanding speech, leading to a high level o amiliarity with how host people talk. We also
recognise that maters such as word choice, idioms and appropriateness are more important than
hostnsounding grammatcal orm in terms o helping GPs to sound more like “one o us” to host
people.
In the end (and well be ore that!) the most noble efort to lead L2 learners into hostnsounding
grammatcal speech will ofen ail. Teachers can teach grammar points untl they are blue in the
ace and students can understand them and pass tests about them, but when they get down to
talking or real, it seems that no mater what the student’s mind wants, the student’s brain has a
mind o its own, and keeps getng things wrong! Too ofen people talk o the importance o “good
grammar” in moralistc terms. Too ofen, the learning o a partcular language is made to appear to
be a eat o great intellectual prowess rather than growing partcipaton in a live, personal,
languacultural world. One important eature o the GPA is that we expect people to end up
sounding nonnhostnlike in various ways. However much we may impress ourselves or one another
as workers, the host people are less impressed with us than we imagine!

The long and ahe shora of ia:
Picture humanity as being parttoned into groups which are separated rom one another by walls
—walls o noise. We say that what is a wall o noise—the sound o the speech that is heard but not
understood—is only a wall to the outsider. For the host people, the same sound o speech is an
invisible window into one another’s minds and hearts. They notce the ideas being expressed, not
the sound that is being used. Some o the reasons or the difculty “penetratng” that wall o
noise, turning the wall into a window, should be evident rom our discussion o the difculty o
hearing and understanding speech.
People groups in general are isolated rom one another by the walls o noise. They can stll see one
another’s actons, but what they see is an illusion, given that they can only see those actons in
terms o their own “they stories” about them, while the host people are carrying on a very
diferent livednstory.
Enter the wouldnbe GP. At the outset s/he is a nobody within the host languacultural world apart
rom being identfied with the stereotype o his/her partcular brand o oreigner (and host people
unknowingly tell their own “they stories” about him/her). I s/he understands and ollows the GPA,
then s/he looks at the people behind the wall o noise and realises that there is a story going on in
there that s/he knows nothing about. S/he wants to cross the wall o noise, and partcipate in the
story that those people are living, rather than just contnuing to tell him/her own homen

languacultural “they story” about “them”. S/he wants to be part o the shared li e o those people,
and even make his/her contributon with them to their process o extending their story to the next
level o their history.
As tmes goes on, this onentme “nobody” emerges as a “new me” be ore the eyes o his/her host
nurturers and other host people. S/he steadily becomes easier to deal with, less and less weird, so
that dealing with him/her becomes more and more rewarding or a growing variety o host people,
meaning that more and more host people interact with her in her growth zone, and she grows and
grows.
In the first moments o growing partcipaton, the GP cannot understand anything or say anything,
but the nurturer begins helping the GP to take his/her first baby steps into that new world by
playing with him/her in ways that allow him/her to learn and grow. We mentoned earlier how that
the GP initally ataches the hostnword “handles” (phonetc orm) to his/her natvenword “tool
heads” (the conceptual part o each word). Gradually, with massive partcipaton in host
discourses, those “tool heads” (word concepts) become more like those o the host people.

The Time Dimension
It is ofen taken or granted that “learning a language and culture” takes tme. However, tme is too
important a dimension to take or granted. In the GPA, we think about it a lot.

Our diferena liies/worlds/liied-saories iomieae for our lniae tme
A GP moves physically to where host people live. However, he is stll living his home li e at the
moment o arrival, in spite o being physically among host people. This is also the case or tourists
and worldntravel addicts.
Imagine an AnglonCanadian experiencing Uganda, Thailand, France, Turkey, Russia, etc. The story
he is living is certainly not a Ugandan, Thai, French, Turkish, Russian, etc. story. Rather the
experience in each land are part o his personal Canadian story, constructed using the Anglon
Canadian mediatonal means (storynconstructng pieces) and drawing on the cultural models o his
AnglonCanadian home languacultural world. The Canadian’s livednstory moves in and out o
Canada, and in Uganda, it is an AnglonCanadian story/experience o Uganda, not a Ugandan
experience o Uganda.
The point of growing partcipaton is to stop making “them” part of my home languacultural story
and begin liiing in their story with them. But my changeover rom my story to theirs is gradual. Not
that I stop living my Canadian story in my Canadian languacultural world, but increasingly I live the
host story in the host languacultural world.
Even afer I’ve grown a great distance into my partcipaton in the host languacultural world, my
Canadian languacultural li e may stll dominate. We aren’t saying that should or should not be the
case. In my flat with my Canadian wi e and children, I will likely be primarily dwelling in a litle,
insulated Canadian bubble (less so i host people are visitng me constantly there). But my

Canadian or wider Anglophone li e (including Brits, Australians, etc.) doesn’t end at my own walls. I
may also have a network o people rom Anglophone countries with whom I carry on an actve
social li e that occupies many hours per week, including travel tme to be with them. I may also
have North American satellite television, a library o American rVrs, and I may spend a lot o tme
reading in English, both pro essionally and or leisure, as well as browsing American websites. My
kids may be going to a school or the children o expats that may also be an Anglophone world. All
o these examples are elements o my home world in the host country, and together they give me
a rich and pervasive “home li e” (“home” is intended as the antonym o “host”) in my host country.
This vigourous “home” languacultural li e in the host country is what I will call my “home-awayfrom-home life.” That is a tremendously important concept, and that li e probably gets a bigger
slice o tme than my other lives.
Now I may be not an AnglonCanadian, but a Korean or German abroad. I am likely to be carrying on
a Korean or German homenawayn romnhome li e in the host country. But unlike the Anglon
Canadian, who has only two lives to contend with, two lives to compete with one another, as a
Korean or German, I have three languacultural worlds going on in the host country: 1) My Korean
or German homenawayn romnhome li e, 2) my li e o growing partcipaton in the internatonaln
expatnAnglonworker community, and 3) my li e in the local host languacultural world. Three
worlds, each competng or my tme! Any tme that I spend in one o these three l lives is tme I
don’t spend in the other two. All too ofen, it is the third li e, the local host languacultural li e, that
gets the smallest share o tme, perhaps not even enough tme to have real viability. I may describe
the problem by saying, “My language learning is not going well”, but I need to be told, “It is not a
language to be learned, but a life to be lived”.

Time alone is noa enough
However, it is not purely a mater o the quantty o tme, but also o the quality. I may spend many
hours per day around host people, but I am not understanding much o what they say, nor
conversing much mysel . Or I may be relatng heavily to local people, but in English (or some other
language I share with them besides their heart language). I mustn’t take com ort in the mere act
that I am with host people a lot. What really counts is
the amount of tme during which people interact with me in my growth zone in their
languacultural world.
I that is happening or at least fifeen hours a week, I can grow reasonably steadily.
How will it happen? Most likely, or many months people will only interact with me in my growth
zone or that many hours per week i I pay them or it! As I become easier and more enjoyable to
communicate with, it will happen more and more without payment, in the course o li e. (We’ll talk
about making our workplace a host community o practce. However, in the early months, making
my workplace a host community o practce may stll not mean that people in my workplace are
spending a lot o tme with me in my growth zone, and so I am likely to need to recruit a special
nurturer and pay him/her.)

How muih tme is enough? 100 hours; 300 hours; seienaeen years
In order to help people to be realistc about the tme needed to change, we adopt an observaton
o Bety Lou Leaver (2003b), based on her exceptonally vast experience learning languages and
observing language learners in detail:
“The diagnostc assessment can be repeated periodically, but consider that or proficiency to make
any notceable gain at all, the typical person needs at least 100 hours o additonal language
exposure and practce to make notceable gains at lower levels o proficiency and at least 300
hours at higher levels.” (p. 28)
Thus we tell people, “100 hours to a new you” (i they have limited ability so ar) or “300 hours to
a new you” (i they seem to have at least basic conversatonal ability). The idea o “a new you” is in
line with the “sel nsystem” approach to motvaton re erred to earlier. ro I want to become
someone I currently am not in terms o the “me” that host people experience? I can schedule, say,
three hundred hours o techniques optmal to my current ability level (and 300 hours will also
mean at least 2250 new words in my iceberg, significantly increased amiliarity with how people
talk, and countless success ully produced uterances under my belt that will make many uture
eforts a lot easier). We believe having such a “possible” goal (say, 300 hours o concretely
specified actvites) involving a highly desirable “new me” could be power ully motvatng, while
not rein orcing alse hopes that a big change can occur in, say, ten hours.
Another tdbit we draw rom Bety Lou Leaver is the figure already mentoned o o seienteen
years. In her research, she located over fify people who had been ofcially rated as ILR Level 4, son
called “near natve,” having begun learning the other language as adults. She ound that the
average tme it took or adults to grow to Level 4 was seventeen years! She claims that with the
right strategy, that average can be reduced to six years, but that is stll just an average (and she
doesn’t suggest a range).

The tme dimension and meaamorihosing aeihniuues
The reason or hiring a nurturer is that at lower stages o our growth, li e out in the big host world
provides only snatches o tme during which people interact with us in our growth zone, maybe a
ew minutes out o many hours around host people. With a hired nurturer, most o those many
hours can involve conpartcipaton in li e with a host person meetng us in our growth zone. It’s like
supercharging our tme with host people or maximum partcipaton. Thus we ofen re er to the
techniques in the SixnPhase Programme as “supercharged partcipaton actvites”.
The tme dimension was originally conceptualised first and oremost in recogniton that the nature
o one’s “language learning actvites” (one’s choice o supercharged partcipaton techniques)
needs to evolve steadily (as in the SixnPhase Programme), so that one’s current techniques look
radically diferent rom those o six months ago (or in the early days, rom those o three months
ago, a month ago, even two weeks ago—they change most rapidly at first, and more slowly as tme
goes on). This understanding o the tme dimension is behind the design o the SixnPhase
Programme. However, we conceptualise the six phases not just in terms o metamorphosing

supercharged partcipaton techniques, but also with a view to our personal changes in the social
and cognitve dimensions.
Socioculturally, who we are (our identty)—in terms o the way host people experience us—keeps
changing, and the iariety of people who interact with us in our growth zone, and how much they
interact with us, keeps changing.
Cognitvely, our ability to hear speech in a hostnlike way, and our other processes for understanding
and producing speech keep changing.
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iiendix: The Six Phase Programme
Phase 1: The Here-and-Now Phase
100 Hours (ahree ao six weeks). Nurturer helps us grow by playing with us. We learn to understand
about 800 words, and many grammar structures through input flooding. We tune up to the

language and begin speaking. We can understand complex speech about the herenandnnow, along
with survival expressions. Speaking is quite a struggle or us! When it comes to meaningful
relatonships in the host world (as opposed to host people meetng us in our own world) it is
mainly just our hired nurturer. By the end o this phase our ability is someahing like FSI Leiel 0+
Phase 2: Saory-Building Phase
150 Hours. Using wordless picture stories (possibly other visible props) we greatly increase our
ability to talk and understand. Though our talking stll works best in the herenandnnow mode, we
are understanding lengthy narratves when we have set ourselves up or them through personal
interacton in the host language supported by picture stories. Our relatonship with our nurturer is
getng surprisingly deep already, and we may carry on a few other relatonships, but stll with
difficulty. We add another 1200 words to our listening vocabulary, and partcipate in many public
situatons in local li e. By the end o this phase we are roughly iomiarable ao FSI Leiel 1.
Phase 3: Shared-Saory Phase
250 hours. Hearing and discussing “world stories” (also called “bridge stories”) such as Cinderella
or other widely available stories. Engaging in shared experiences with our nurturer(s), and
reminiscing together later. Talking in detail about the common public experiences mentoned
above under Phase 2. Startng to understand expository language. Basic conversatonal ability—can
carry on conversatons on a growing variety o topics. Can tell simple stories. Thus, friendships with
seieral people can be going relatiely deep. In ILR terms, we like to iomiare ourselies ao Leiel 1+
or Leiel 2 by the end o this phase.
Phase 4: Deei-Life-Sharing Phase
500 hours. Li enstory interviewing, walkno nli e interviewing, interviewing about detailed
observatons o local social situatons, letng us discover more about the meanings host people
bring to their world in order to understanding it, building “epic stories” daynbynday (by con
constructon and task repetton rather than memorisaton) with a number o riends. Bonding
deeply with a number o people. Lots o conversatonal ability, and ability to narrate with
increasing richness. Able to produce some expository discourse. People share their hearts with us
and we with them. In ILR terms, we like to iomiare ourselies ao Leiel 2+.
Phase 5: Natie-ao-Natie Disiourses Phase
500 hours. Understanding much o what host people say to one another (in contrast with what
they address to us personally) is stll a great challenge. In this phase we “massage” a large volume
o recorded, natventonnatve speech, figuring out what is preventng us rom understanding those
parts that we can’t understand. We are able not only to haie deep relatonships, but also to
partcipate in host communites of practce, or example, an aerobics club or a study group, and in
those groups being taken as “more or less one of us”. In ILR terms, we may noa yea be Leiel 3 by
ahe end of Phase 5, bua we haie a iowerful seirea: we are understanding most o what we hear
people say. Thus we can’t stop growing as long as we are involved with people.

Phase 6: Self-susaaining growah
The last sentence under Phase 5 defines this phase. We contnue walking the walk and talking the
talk, and growing the growth, never orgetng that “it’s not a language to be learned, but a life to
be liied.”

